LOCAL NEWS

Save Me Steve: Discounts
Updated: Feb 26, 2014 9:17 AM CST
You may be missing out on hundreds in discounts. FOX consumer reporter Steve Novello says it's time to start cashing in.

Plano hiring firefighters
Updated: Feb 26, 2014 8:13 AM CST
Plano Fire-Rescue is looking for help.

Scientists see micro-windmills charging cellphones
Updated: Feb 26, 2014 7:59 AM CST
Scientists at the University of Texas – Arlington believe tiny windmills may someday charge smart phones.

2 shot dead in East Dallas bar
Updated: Feb 26, 2014 6:33 AM CST
Two people were shot to death at an East Dallas bar Tuesday evening, according to police.

Different Every Day!
Updated: Feb 26, 2014 4:27 AM CST
Seriously, this forecast is NUTS! It's a brisk cold wind today...with highs barely above 40. Any precip will be confined to our far southern counties, and should be minimal. Skies may actually start

Arlington PD searching for vehicle of interest in fatal robbery
Updated: Feb 25, 2014 10:40 PM CST
An Arlington shoe store manager was killed during a robbery Tuesday afternoon, police say, and they're searching for a vehicle of interest.
Garland teachers voice opinions to school board amidst visa probe
Updated: Feb 25, 2014 10:26 PM CST
Garland ISD is under a federal investigation for its teacher visa program, and Tuesday night, some of those teachers in danger of being deported had the chance to address the school board.

Watkins: Henry Wade-era lawyers can’t accept I’m district attorney
Updated: Feb 25, 2014 9:30 PM CST
Dallas County District Attorney Craig Watkins fired back at conflict of interest claims by an attorney involved in the Carlos Cortez case with strong words of his own.

Bus trip tours from Dallas cash in on CO’s legal weed industry
Updated: Feb 25, 2014 6:59 PM CST
Colorado is known for skiing, snowboarding and other outdoor adventures, but now, North Texans are heading west for a new kind of Rocky Mountain high.

Undelivered voter registration cards will cost Dallas County
Updated: Feb 25, 2014 5:28 PM CST
Dallas County Commissioners asked questions Tuesday about a story FOX 4 broke Monday about undelivered mail in one part of Irving, including nearly 400 voter registration cards marked "Return to sender."

Save Me Steve: Discounts
Updated: Feb 26, 2014 9:17 AM CST
You may be missing out on hundreds in discounts. FOX consumer reporter Steve Noviello says it’s time to start cashing in.

Buggin’ - Noise from barking dogs
Updated: Feb 25, 2014 9:54 PM CST
As the saying goes, "Good fences make good neighbors."

In the Now: Troy Aikman
Updated: Feb 25, 2014 1:45 PM CST
Football Hall of Famer Troy Aikman is on a mission to get everyone to pitch in for the community. And he's getting help from other Cowboys greats.

Save Me Steve: Tax Prep Red Flags
Updated: Feb 25, 2014 9:26 AM CST
With the start of tax season comes the complaints. Consumer reporter Steve Noviello says it’s time to learn from each other's mistakes to avoid getting ripped off.

Investigation - Denton hospital death lawsuit
Updated: Feb 24, 2014 9:43 PM CST
A former employee is accusing a Denton hospital of not only neglecting a patient, but attempting a cover up after a man died in the emergency room.

Hometown Hero: Coppell first graders
Updated: Feb 24, 2014 6:12 PM CST
First graders at Lakeside Elementary School in Coppell know how to mobilize for Leukemia Texas patients.
FOX 4Ward: Cruz & Cornyn
Updated: Feb 24, 2014 11:16 AM CST
If you want to understand what's going on in the Republican Party right now, you should just look at the two senators from Texas.

Tell It to Tim: Minimum Wage, Clowns and Gray Hair 📝
Updated: Feb 24, 2014 11:16 AM CST
It's Friday so viewers sound off about raising the minimum wage, a shortage of clowns, Ted Nugent and gray hair on air.

Street Squad - Crosswalk outside Crowley Courts Building 📝
Updated: Feb 20, 2014 10:26 PM CST
FOX 4's Street Squad got a lot of complaints about cars not stopping for pedestrians at a Dallas crosswalk.

Deal or Dud: Air Fryer 📝
Updated: Feb 19, 2014 10:01 PM CST
If you love fried food, but hate the fat and calories, the folks at Philips say now you can fry with air.

Teen says beer at school was accident, suspended anyway
Updated: Feb 26, 2014 9:42 AM CST
A Texas family is appealing their son's suspension after he brought a can of beer to school.

Scientists see micro-windmills charging cellphones
Updated: Feb 26, 2014 7:59 AM CST
Scientists at the University of Texas - Arlington believe tiny windmills may someday charge smart phones.

Mo. spelling bee hits snag, runs out of words
Updated: Feb 26, 2014 6:42 AM CST
After 19 rounds in a Missouri county's annual spelling bee over the weekend, only two of the 25 contestants who started the competition remained.

WWII Letter Mystery: Where is Pfc. Helen Rothurmel?
Updated: Feb 25, 2014 12:29 PM CST
An old book about World War II has revealed a modern-day mystery with a Dallas connection.

Waffle Taco from Taco Bell is almost here
Updated: Feb 24, 2014 2:42 PM CST
Taco Bell fast-food restaurants will soon be open for breakfast nationwide. You'll be able to fill up on the already buzz-generating Waffle Taco, which is exactly what it sounds like: a waffle V-folded around scrambled eggs, cheese, and either a sausage patty or bacon. If that's not enough, you can then drizzle sweet syrup over it.

Hot for 'Frozen,' Ohio reporter's parody a hit
Updated: Feb 24, 2014 9:51 AM CST
A Cincinnati traffic reporter has gained national attention for his dramatic on-air parody of a Disney movie song.

Woman Fired From McDonald's After Feeding Fire Fighters 📝
Updated: Feb 20, 2014 7:44 AM CST
A New York woman does a good deed and gets fired for it.

Upset Utah mother buys all 'indecent' PacSun
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MARKETPLACE ADS

The #1 Worst Carb Ever?
Click to Learn #1 Carb that Kills Your Blood Sugar (Don’t Eat This!) FixYourBloodSugar.com

Gorgeous & Natural Tans
Stores Struggle To Keep Gorgeous New Sunless Tanners In Stock.
safeskin.org

5 foods to never eat
These 5 Toxic Foods Are Making Your Stomach Fat www.athleticgreensspecialoffer.com

Amaze Your Dermatologist
The Natural and Gorgeous Looking Sunless Tan Has Finally Arrived www.tanphysics.com
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